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Glossary of terms
Accrued benefits* – is the amount of accumulated pension benefits of a pension plan member on the
basis of years of service.
Accumulated assets* – is the total value of assets accumulated in a pension fund.
Active member* – is a pension plan member who is making contributions (and/or on behalf of whom
contributions are being made) and is accumulating assets.
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AIF(s) – or Alternative Investment Funds are a form of collective investment funds under E.U. law that
do not require authorization as a UCITS fund.1
Annuity* – is a form of financial contract mostly sold by life insurance companies that guarantees a
fixed or variable payment of income benefit (monthly, quarterly, half-yearly, or yearly) for the life of
a person(s) (the annuitant) or for a specified period of time. It is different than a life insurance contract
which provides income to the beneficiary after the death of the insured. An annuity may be bought
through instalments or as a single lump sum. Benefits may start immediately or at a pre-defined time
in the future or at a specific age.
Annuity rate* – is the present value of a series of payments of unit value per period payable to an
individual that is calculated based on factors such as the mortality of the annuitant and the possible
investment returns.
Asset allocation* – is the act of investing the pension fund’s assets following its investment strategy.
Asset management* – is the act of investing the pension fund’s assets following its investment
strategy.
Asset manager* – is(are) the individual(s) or entity(ies) endowed with the responsibility to physically
invest the pension fund assets. Asset managers may also set out the investment strategy for a pension
fund.
Average earnings scheme* – is a scheme where the pension benefits earned for a year depend on
how much the member’s earnings were for the given year.
Basic state pension* – is a non-earning related pension paid by the State to individuals with a
minimum number of service years.
Basis points (bps) – represent the 100th division of 1%.
Benchmark (financial) – is a referential index for a type of security. Its aim is to show, customized for
a level and geographic or sectorial focus, the general price or performance of the market for a financial
instrument.
Beneficiary* – is an individual who is entitled to a benefit (including the plan member and
dependants).
Benefit* – is a payment made to a pension fund member (or dependants) after retirement.

1

See Article 4(1) of Directive 2011/61/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of
8 June 2011 on Alternative Investment Fund Managers and amending Directives 2003/41/EC
and 2009/65/EC and Regulations (EC) No 1060/2009 and (EU) No 1095/2010, OJ L 174,
1.7.2011, p. 1–73.
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Bonds – are instruments that recognize a debt. Although they deliver the same utility as bank loans,
i.e. enabling the temporary transfer of capital from one person to another, with or without a price
(interest) attached, bonds can be also be issued by non-financial institutions (States, companies) and
by financial non-banking institutions (asset management companies). In essence, bonds are
considered more stable (the risk of default is lower) and in theory deliver a lower, but fixed, rate of
profit. Nevertheless, Table EX2 of the Executive Summary shows that the aggregated European Bond
Index highly overperformed the equity one.
Closed pension funds* – are the funds that support only pension plans that are limited to certain
employees. (e.g. those of an employer or group of employers).

Contribution* – is a payment made to a pension plan by a plan sponsor or a plan member.
Contribution base* – is the reference salary used to calculate the contribution.
Contribution rate* – is the amount (typically expressed as a percentage of the contribution base) that
is needed to be paid into the pension fund.
Contributory pension scheme* – is a pension scheme where both the employer and the members
have to pay into the scheme.
Custodian* – is the entity responsible, as a minimum, for holding the pension fund assets and for
ensuring their safekeeping.
Defered member* – is a pension plan member that no longer contributes to or accrues benefits from
the plan but has not yet begun to receive retirement benefits from that plan.
Deferred pension* – is a pension arrangement in which a portion of an employee’s income is paid out
at a date after which that income is actually earned.
Defined benefit (DB) occupational pension plans* – are occupational plans other than defined
contributions plans. DB plans generally can be classified into one of three main types, “traditional”,
“mixed” and “hybrid” plans. These are schemes where “the pension payment is defined as a
percentage of income and employment career. The employee receives a thus pre-defined pension
and does not bear the risk of longevity and the risk of investment. Defined Benefits schemes may be
part of an individual employment contract or collective agreement. Pension contributions are usually
paid by the employee and the employer”.3

2

See European Commission, ‘Investment Funds’ (28 August 2019)
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/growth-and-investment/investmentfunds_en.
3
Werner Eichhorst, Maarten Gerard, Michael J. Kendzia, Christine Mayrhruber, Connie
Nielsen, Gerhard Runstler, Thomas Url, ‘Pension Systems in the EU: Contingent Liabilities and
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Collective investment schemes – are financial products characterised by the pooling of funds (money
or asset contributions) of investors and investing the total into different assets (securities) and
managed by a common asset manager. Under E.U. law collective investment schemes are regulated
under 6 different legal forms: UCITS (see below), the most common for individual investors; AIFs (see
above), European Venture Capital funds (EuVECA), European Long-Term Investment Funds (ELTIFs),
European Social Entrepreneurship Funds (ESEF) or Money Market Funds. 2

“Traditional” DB plan* – is a DB plan where benefits are linked through a formula to the members'
wages or salaries, length of employment, or other factors.
“Hybrid” DB plan* – is a DB plan where benefits depend on a rate of return credited to contributions,
where this rate of return is either specified in the plan rules, independently of the actual return on
any supporting assets (e.g. fixed, indexed to a market benchmark, tied to salary or profit growth, etc.),
or is calculated with reference to the actual return of any supporting assets and a minimum return
guarantee specified in the plan rules.
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“Mixed” DB plan* – is a DB plans that has two separate DB and DC components, but which are treated
as part of the same plan.
Defined contribution (DC) occupational pension plans* – are occupational pension plans under which
the plan sponsor pays fixed contributions and has no legal or constructive obligation to pay further
contributions to an ongoing plan in the event of unfavorable plan experience. These are schemes
where “the pension payment depends on the level of defined pension contributions, the career and
the returns on investments. The employee has to bear the risk of longevity and the risk of investment.
Pension contributions can be paid by the employee and/or the employer and/or the state”. 4
Dependency ratio* – are occupational pension plans under which the plan sponsor pays fixed
contributions and has no legal or constructive obligation to pay further contributions to an ongoing
plan in the event of unfavourable plan experience.
Early retirement* – is a situation when an individual decides to retire earlier later and draw the
pension benefits earlier than their normal retirement age.
Economic dependency ratio* – is the division between the number of inactive (dependent)
population and the number of active (independent or contributing) population. It ranges from 0% to
100% and it indicates how much of the inactive population’s (dependent) consumption is financed
from the active population’s (independent) contributions. 5 In general, the inactive (dependent)
population is represented by children, retired persons and persons living on social benefits.
EET system* – is a form of taxation of pension plans, whereby contributions are exempt, investment
income and capital gains of the pension fund are also exempt, and benefits are taxed from personal
income taxation.
Equity (or stocks/shares) – are titles of participation to a publicly listed company’s economic activity.
With regards to other categorizations, an equity is also a security, a financial asset or, under E.U. law,
a transferable security.6

Assets in the Public and Private Sector’ EP Directorate General for Internal Policies
IP/A/ECON/ST/2010-26.
4
Ibid.
5
For more detail on the concept, see Elke Loichinger, Bernhard Hammer, Alexia Prskawetz,
Michael Freiberger, Joze Sambt, ‘Economic Dependency Ratios: Present Situation and Future
Scenarios’ MS13 Policy Paper on Implications of Population Ageing for Transfer Systems,
Working Paper no. 74, 18th December 2014, 3.
6
Article 4(44) of Directive 2014/65/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15
May 2014 on markets in financial instruments and amending Directive 2002/92/EC and
Directive 2011/61/EU, OJ L 173, p. 349–496 (MiFID II).
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ETE system* – is a form of taxation whereby contributions are exempt, investment income and capital
gains of the pension fund are taxed, and benefits are also exempt from personal income taxation.
ETF(s) – or Exchange-Traded Funds are investment funds that are sold and bought on the market as
an individual security (such as shares, bonds). ETFs are structured financial products, containing a
basket of underlying assets, and are increasingly more used due to the very low management fees
that they entail.
Fund member* – is an individual who is either an active (working or contributing, and hence actively
accumulating assets) or passive (retired, and hence receiving benefits), or deferred (holding deferred
benefits) participant in a pension plan.
Funded pension plans* – are occupational or personal pension plans that accumulate dedicated
assets to cover the plan's liabilities.

Gross rate of return* – is the rate of return of an asset or portfolio over a specified time period, prior
to discounting any fees of commissions.
Gross/net replacement rate – is the ratio between the pre-retirement gross or net income and the
amount of pension received by a person after retirement. The calculation methodology may differ
from source to source as the average working life monthly gross or net income can used to calculate
it (divided by the amount of pension) or the past 5 year’s average gross income etc. (see below OECD
net replacement rate).
Group pension funds* – are multi-employer pension funds that pool the assets of pension plans
established for related employers.
Hedging and hedge funds – while hedging is a complex financial technique (most often using
derivatives) to protect or reduce exposure to risky financial positions or to financial risks (for instance,
currency hedging means reducing exposure to the volatility of a certain currency), a hedge fund is an
investment pool that uses complex and varying investment techniques to generate profit.
Indexation* – is the method with which pension benefits are adjusted to take into account changes
in the cost of living (e.g. prices and/or earnings).
Individual pension plans* – is a pension fund that comprises the assets of a single member and his/her
beneficiaries, usually in the form of an individual account.
Industry pension funds* – are funds that pool the assets of pension plans established for unrelated
employers who are involved in the same trade or businesses.
Mandatory contribution* – is the level of contribution the member (or an entity on behalf of the
member) is required to pay according to scheme rules.
Mandatory occupational plans* – Participation in these plans is mandatory for employers. Employers
are obliged by law to participate in a pension plan. Employers must set up (and make contributions
to) occupational pension plans which employees will normally be required to join. Where employers
are obliged to offer an occupational pension plan, but the employees' membership is on a voluntary
basis, these plans are also considered mandatory.
Mandatory personal pension plans* - are personal plans that individuals must join or which are
eligible to receive mandatory pension contributions. Individuals may be required to make pension
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Funding ratio (funding level) * – is the relative value of a scheme’s assets and liabilities, usually
expressed as a percentage figure.

contributions to a pension plan of their choice normally within a certain range of choices or to a
specific pension plan.
Mathematical provisions (insurances) – or mathematical reserves or reserves, are the value of liquid
assets set aside by an insurance company that would be needed to cover all current liabilities
(payment obligations), determined using actuarial principles.
Minimum pension* – is the minimum level of pension benefits the plan pays out in all circumstances.
Mixed indexation* – is the method with which pension benefits are adjusted taking into account
changes in both wages and prices.
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Money market instruments – are short-term financial products or positions (contracts) that are
characterized by the very high liquidity rate, such as deposits, shor-term loans, repo-agreements and
so on.
MTF – multilateral trading facility, is the term used by the revised Markets in Financial Instruments
Directive (MiFID II) to designate securities exchanges that are not a regulated market (such as the
London Stock Exchange, for example).
Multi-employer pension funds* – are funds that pool the assets of pension plans established by
various plan sponsors. There are three types of multi-employer pension funds:
a)

for related employers i.e. companies that are financially connected or owned by a
single holding group (group pension funds);

b)

for unrelated employers who are involved in the same trade or business (industry
pension funds);

c)

for unrelated employers that may be in different trades or businesses (collective
pension funds).

NAV – Net Asset Value, or the amount to which the market capitalisation of a financial product (for
this report, pension funds’ or insurance funds’ holdings) or a share/unit of it arises at a given point. In
general, the Net Asset Value is calculated per unit or share of a collective investment scheme using
the daily closing market prices for each type of security in the portfolio.
Net rate of return* – is the rate of return of an asset or portfolio over a specified time period, after
discounting any fees of commissions.
Normal retirement age* – is the age from which the individual is eligible for pension benefits.
Non-contributory pension scheme* – is a pension scheme where the members do not have to pay
into scheme.
Occupational pension plans* – access to such plans is linked to an employment or professional
relationship between the plan member and the entity that establishes the plan (the plan sponsor).
Occupational plans may be established by employers or groups of thereof (e.g. industry associations)
and labour or professional associations, jointly or separately. The plan may be administrated directly
by the plan sponsor or by an independent entity (a pension fund or a financial institution acting as
pension provider). In the latter case, the plan sponsor may still have oversight responsibilities over
the operation of the plan.
OECD gross replacement rate - is defined as gross pension entitlement divided by gross preretirement earnings. It measures how effectively a pension system provides a retirement income to
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replace earnings, the main source of income before retirement. This indicator is measured in
percentage of pre-retirement earnings by gender.
OECD net replacement rate - is defined as the individual net pension entitlement divided by net preretirement earnings, taking into account personal income taxes and social security contributions paid
by workers and pensioners. It measures how effectively a pension system provides a retirement
income to replace earnings, the main source of income before retirement. This indicator is measured
in percentage of pre-retirement earnings by gender.

Open pension funds* – are funds that support at least one plan with no restriction on membership.
Pension assets* – are all forms of investment with a value associated to a pension plan.
Pension fund administrator* – is(are) the individual(s) ultimately responsible for the operation and
oversight of the pension fud.
Pension fund governance* – is the operation and oversight of a pension fund. The governing body is
responsible for administration, but may employ other specialists, such as actuaries, custodians,
consultants, asset managers and advisers to carry out specific operational tasks or to advise the plan
administration or governing body.
Pension fund managing company* – is a type of administrator in the form of a company whose
exclusive activity is the administration of pension funds.
Pension funds* – the pool of assets forming an independent legal entity that are bought with the
contributions to a pension plan for the exclusive purpose of financing pension plan benefits. The
plan/fund members have a legal or beneficial right or some other contractual claim against the assets
of the pension fund. Pension funds take the form of either a special purpose entity with legal
personality (such as a trust, foundation, or corporate entity) or a legally separated fund without legal
personality managed by a dedicated provider (pension fund management company) or other financial
institution on behalf of the plan/fund members.
Pension insurance contracts* – are insurance contracts that specify pension plans contributions to an
insurance undertaking in exchange for which the pension plan benefits will be paid when the members
reach a specified retirement age or on earlier exit of members from the plan. Most countries limit the
integration of pension plans only into pension funds, as the financial vehicle of the pension plan. Other
countries also consider the pension insurance contract as the financial vehicle for pension plans.

7

See Eurostat definition: http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/productsdatasets/product?code=tsdde511.
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Old-age dependency ratio - defined as the ratio between the total number of elderly persons when
they are generally economically inactive (aged 65 and above) and the number of persons of working
age.7 It is a sub-indicator of the economic dependency ratio and focuses on a country’s public (state)
pension system’s reliance on the economically active population’s pensions (or social security)
contributions. It is a useful indicator to show whether a public (Pillar I) pension scheme is under
pressure (when the ratio is high, or the number of retirees and the number of workers tend to be
proportionate) or relaxed (when the ratio is low, or the number of retirees and the number of workers
tend to be disproportionate). For example, a low old-age dependency ratio is 20%, meaning that 5
working people contribute for one retiree’s pension.

Pension plan* – is a legally binding contract having an explicit retirement objective (or – in order to
satisfy tax-related conditions or contract provisions – the benefits can not be paid at all or without a
significant penalty unless the beneficiary is older than a legally defined retirement age). This contract
may be part of a broader employment contract, it may be set forth in the plan rules or documents, or
it may be required by law. In addition to having an explicit retirement objective, pension plans may
offer additional benefits, such as disability, sickness, and survivors’ benefits.
Pension plan sponsor* – is an institution (e.g. company, industry/employment association) that
designs, negotiates, and normally helps to administer an occupational pension plan for its employees
or members.
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Pension regulator* – is a governmental authority with competence over the regulation of pension
systems.
Pension supervisor* – is a governmental authority with competence over the supervision of pension
systems.
Personal pension plans* - Access to these plans does not have to be linked to an employment
relationship. The plans are established and administered directly by a pension fund or a financial
institution acting as pension provider without any intervention of employers. Individuals
independently purchase and select material aspects of the arrangements. The employer may
nonetheless make contributions to personal pension plans. Some personal plans may have restricted
membership.
Private pension funds* – is a pension fund that is regulated under private sector law.
Private pension plans* – is a pension plan administered by an institution other than general
government. Private pension plans may be administered directly by a private sector employer acting
as the plan sponsor, a private pension fund or a private sector provider. Private pension plans may
complement or substitute for public pension plans. In some countries, these may include plans for
public sector workers.
Public pension plans* – are pensions funds that are regulated under public sector law.
Public pension plans* – are the social security and similar statutory programmes administered by the
general government (that is central, state, and local governments, as well as other public sector bodies
such as social security institutions). Public pension plans have been traditionally PAYG financed, but
some OECD countries have partial funding of public pension liabilities or have replaced these plans by
private pension plans.
Rate of return* – is the income earned by holding an asset over a specified period.
REIT(s) or Real Estate Investment Trust(s) is the most common acronym and terminology used to
designate special purpose investment vehicles (in short, companies) set up to invest and
commercialise immovable goods (real estate) or derived assets. Although the term comes from the
U.S. legislation, in the E.U. there are many forms of REITs, depending on the country since the REIT
regime is not harmonised at E.U. level.
Replacement ratio* – is the ratio of an individual’s (or a given population’s) (average) pension in a
given time period and the (average) income in a given time period.
Service period* – is the length of time an individual has earned rights to a pension benefits.
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Single employer pension funds* – are funds that pool the assets of pension plans established by a
single sponsor.
Supervisory board* – is(are) the individual(s) responsible for monitoring the governing body of a
pension entity.
System dependency ratio* – typically defined as the ratio of those receiving pension benefits to those
accruing pension rights.
TEE system* – is a form of taxation of pension plans whereby contributions are taxed, investment
income and capital gains of the pension fund are exempt, and benefits are also exempt from personal
income taxation.
Trust* – is a legal scheme, whereby named people (termed trustees) hold property on behalf of other
people (termed beneficiaries).

UCITS – or Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities, is the legal form under
E.U. law for mutual investment funds that are open to pool and invest funds from any individual or
institutional investor, and are subject to specific authorisation criteria, investment limits and rules.
The advantage of UCITS is the general principle of home-state authorisation and mutual recognition
that applies to this kind of financial products, meaning that a UCITS fund established and authorised
in one E.U. Member State can be freely distributed in any other Member State without any further
formalities (also called E.U. fund passporting).
Unfunded pension plans* – are plans that are financed directly from contributions from the plan
sponsor or provider and/or the plan participant. Unfunded pension plans are said to be paid on a
current disbursement method (also known as the pay as you go, PAYG, method). Unfunded plans may
still have associated reserves to cover immediate expenses or smooth contributions within given time
periods. Most OECD countries do not allow unfunded private pension plans.
Unprotected pension plan* – is a plan (personal pension plan or occupational defined contribution
pension plan) where the pension plan/fund itself or the pension provider does not offer any
investment return or benefit guarantees or promises covering the whole plan/fund.
Voluntary contribution – is an extra contribution paid in addition to the mandatory contribution a
member can pay to the pension fund in order to increase the future pension benefits.
Voluntary occupational pension plans - The establishment of these plans is voluntary for employers
(including those in which there is automatic enrolment as part of an employment contract or where
the law requires employees to join plans set up on a voluntary basis by their employers). In some
countries, employers can on a voluntary basis establish occupational plans that provide benefits that
replace at least partly those of the social security system. These plans are classified as voluntary, even
though employers must continue sponsoring these plans in order to be exempted (at least partly)
from social security contributions.
Voluntary personal pension plans* – Participation in these plans is voluntary for individuals. By law
individuals are not obliged to participate in a pension plan. They are not required to make pension
contributions to a pension plan. Voluntary personal plans include those plans that individuals must
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Trustee* – is a legal scheme, whereby named people (termed trustees) hold property on behalf of
other people (termed beneficiaries).

join if they choose to replace part of their social security benefits with those from personal pension
plans.
Wage indexation* – is the method with which pension benefits are adjusted taking into account
changes in wages.
Waiting period* – is the length of time an individual must be employed by a particular employer
before joining the employer’s pension scheme.
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Winding-up* – is the termination of a pension scheme by either providing (deferred) annuities for all
members or by moving all its assets and liabilities into another scheme.
World Bank multi-pillar model – is the recommended design, developed by the World Bank in 1994,
for States that had pension systems inadequately equipped to (currently and forthcoming) sustain a
post-retirement income stream for future pensioners and alleviate the old-age poverty risk. Simpler,
it is a set of guidelines for States to either enact, reform or gather legislation regulating the state
pension and other forms of retirement provisions in a form that would allow an increased workers’
participation, enhance efficiency for pension savings products and a better allocation of resources
under the principle of solidarity between generations.
The standard design of a robust pension system would rely on five pillars:
a)

the non-contributory scheme (pillar 0), through which persons who do not have an income
or do not earn enough would have insured a minimum pension when reaching the standard
retirement age;

b)

the public mandatory, Pay-As-You-Go (PAYG) scheme (Pillar I), gathering and redistributing
pension contributions from the working population to the retirees, while accumulating
pension rights (entitlements) for the future retirees;

c)

the mandatory funded and (recommended) privately managed scheme (Pillar II), where
workers’ contributions are directed to their own accumulation accounts in privately
managed investment products;

d)

the voluntary privately managed retirement products (Pillar III), composed of pension
savings products to which subscription is universal, contributions and investments are
deregulated and tax-incentivised;

e)

the non-financial alternative aid scheme (pillar IV), through which the state can offer
different forms of retirement support – such as housing or family support. Albeit the
abovementioned, the report focuses on the “main pillars”, i.e. Pillar I, II and III, since they
are the most significant (and present everywhere) in the countries that have adopted the
multi-pillar model.

Definitions with “*” are taken from OECD’s Pensions Glossary http://www.oecd.org/daf/fin/private-pensions/38356329.pdf.
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Summarisch
Rund 90% des durchschnittlichen Alterseinkommens in Österreich stammen aus dem
öffentlichen Pensionssystem. Damit ist die Altersvorsorge sehr stark auf die erste Säule
konzentriert. Die betriebliche Altersvorsorge wird in erster Linie von Pensionskassen und
Versicherungsunternehmen getragen. Direktzusagen sind ein alternatives Instrument deren
Nutzung seit Jahren stagniert. Die Möglichkeit für beitragsorientierte Pensionspläne in
Pensionskassen und über Versicherungen hat die Verbreitung der betrieblichen
Altersversorgung in Österreich gestärkt. Während betriebliche Formen der Altersvorsorge im
Laufe der Zeit beliebter wurden, dämpften niedrige Zinssätze und die hohe
Liquiditätspräferenz die Nachfrage nach individuellen Lebensversicherungsverträgen. In den
Jahren 2002 bis 2018 war die Performance der Pensionskassen real und nach Abzug der
Verwaltungskosten positiv. Die annualisierte Durchschnittsrendite lag bei 0,9% vor Steuern.
Die Lebensversicherungsbranche verfolgt eine deutlich konservativere Anlagepolitik und
erzielte eine durchschnittliche reale Nettorendite vor Steuern von 2,2% pro Jahr.

Summary
With With around 90% of the average retirement income received from public pension
entitlements, the pension system Austrian is very reliant on the first pillar. Occupational
pensions are primarily offered through pension funds and insurance companies. Direct
commitments are an alternative vehicle, but their usage stagnates. The option for defined
contribution (DC) plans with favourable tax treatment offered by pension funds and
insurance contracts definitely boosted the occupational pensions in Austria. While
occupational pensions have become more popular over time, low interest rates and a high
liquidity preference dampened demand for individual life insurance contracts. Over the years
2002 through 2018, the performance of pension funds in real net terms has been positive,
with an annualised average return of 0.9% before tax. The life insurance industry followed a
distinctly more conservative investment policy and achieved an average annual net real
return before tax of 2.2%.
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Introduction
The Austrian pension system consists of three pillars:
•
•
•

Pillar I: Mandatory Public Pension Insurance
Pillar II: Voluntary Occupational Pensions
Pillar III: Voluntary Individual Pensions

Accompanying a series of public pension reforms between 2003 and 2006 which
implemented reductions in the expected benefit level, the Austrian government introduced
the premium subsidised pension plan to make private old-age provision more attractive. This
scheme became very popular until 2012 with 1.64 million contracts signed but it lost
attraction after the government halved the premium subsidy in 2012 (to 4.25% of the
premium paid) and after investment yields collapsed during the financial crisis on 2007. By
2017, only 1.29 million contracts were still active.
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The mandatory public pension insurance covers most of private sector employees (Pillar I).
Civil servants have their own pension system which will gradually converge towards the
public pension insurance system. The self-employed belong to various separate mandatory
systems. The public pension system works as a PAYG scheme (Pay-As-You-Go) and was
founded in 1945. The system covers 4.1 million people or 96% of the gainfully employed
(2018). In 2018, all employees – except civil servants – were subject to a contribution
payment of 22.8% of their income before taxes, with contributions shared between the
employer (12.55%) and the employee (10.25%). Civil servants pay a contribution of 12.55%
of their gross wage and the self-employed pay 18.5% of their profit before taxes into the
pension system. The Austrian pension system will be fully harmonized across all insured
persons by 2050. The public pension system has an income ceiling (maximum contribution
basis) up to which contributions apply, income above this level is exempted from
contributions but the ceiling also limits the pension benefit level. In 2017 the ceiling was
between 4,980€ and 5,810€, depending on the employment status. About 8% of the gainfully
employed achieve an income above these ceilings. The theoretical gross pension
replacement rate at the median income level corresponds to 78.4% of the average lifetime
income while the net pension replacement rate is at 91.8% (OECD, 2018). Both theoretical
replacement rates will be reached only after 45 years of uninterrupted employment with
earnings always at the average income level. Effective replacement rates are likely to be
lower because careers are not continuous and life-time income profiles are not flat. Due to
pension reforms gradually taking effect, the effective replacement rates are expected to fall
for future pensioners. Nevertheless, high replacement rates for many of the gainfully
employed limit the demand for occupational as well as private pension plans.

Introductory Table – Austrian Pension System overview
Pillar I

Pillar II
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Mandatory
Insurance

Public

Pension

Voluntary
Pensions

Pillar III
Occupational

Voluntary
Pensions

Personal

Practically
all
gainfully
employed persons with a
monthly
income
above
€ 446.81 are subject to
pension contributions of 22.8%
of income before taxes

Employers can establish an
occupational pension plan
of their preference

Supplementary
particularly for
earners

Means
pension

Direct
commitments,
pension funds, occupational
life insurance. About 50% of
employees are entitled

Life insurance with a
coverage of about 50%
of private households1).
Premium
subsidised
pension plans feature
1.29 mio. contracts

Mandatory

Voluntary

Voluntary

PAYG

DB or DC

DC

tested

minimum

Pension level depends on
lifetime income (several kinds
of supplementary insurance
months are accounted, cf.
motherhood, unemployment,
military service

high

Quickfacts
Statutory retirement age is 60 (women) and 65 (men)
The average effective age of retirement was 59,4 for women and 61.5 for men (2018,
including invalidity pensions and early retirement schemes)
At 91.8% the theoretical net replacement rate in 2018 was considerably higher than the
the OECD average (60%).
The mandatory public pension
system covers 4.06 mio.
insured persons and pays
pensions to 2.36 mio.
beneficiaries

The voluntary occupational
pension system covers 1.67
mio. entitled persons and
pays pensions to 0.2 mio.
beneficiaries 2)

Voluntary
personal
pension plans cover 2.74
mio. entitled persons
and pay pensions to 0.46
mio. beneficiaries

The
average
pensioneer
receives 89% of the retirement
income from public pensions

The average pensioneer
receives
4%
of
the
retirement income from an
occupational pension

The average pensioneer
receives 7% of the
retirement income from
a personal pension

Source: BETTER FINANCE own composition. - 1) Coverage rates for life insurance are based on
the household consumption panel rather than individual data. – 2) Values for 2017
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The annualised nominal, net and real net rates of returns for the Austrian retirement
provision vehicles are summarised in the table below based on different holding
periods: 1 year, 3 years, 7 years, 10 years and since inception (2002).
Summary Table Austria. Annualised Performance for Various Holding Periods (in %)
Holding
period
Pension
funds

Nominal return
before charges,
inflation, and tax

in years

Nominal return after
charges, before
inflation and tax

Real return after
charges and
inflation before tax

in %
-5.14

-5.39

-7.50

3

1.60

1.39

-0.39

5

2.96

2.79

1.27

7

4.03

3.84

2.09

10

4.03

3.81

2.00

since 2002

3.09

2.83

0.90

1

3.10

2.73

0.62

3

3.44

3.08

1.31

5

3.63

3.29

1.77

7

3.84

3.50

1.75

10

3.88

3.53

1.74

since 2002

4.41

4.05

2.16

Pension
insurance

In years

Source: Compare tables AT5 and AT6. Annualised performance corresponds to geometric mean over the
holding period.

Occupational and voluntary personal pension vehicles
Private pensions are divided into voluntary occupational and voluntary personal pensions.
About 6.5% of today’s retirees receive regular benefits from an occupational or personal
pension. This figure is made up by 4% of retirees receiving benefits from an occupational
pension and 2.5% of retirees receiving annuities from a personal pension plan (Pekanov –
Url, 2017). Given todays numbers of active plan members these shares can be expected to
increase substantially over time.
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1

Occupational pension vehicles (Pillar II)
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At the beginning of 2003, the system of severance payments has been replaced by
mandatory contributions towards occupational severance and retirement funds
(Betriebliche Vorsorgekassen). While the old severance payment regulations continue to
apply to existing employment relations, employment contracts established after the end of
2002 feature mandatory contributions of 1.53% of gross wages to these funds. The main
characteristics of severance payments have been transferred to the new system, i.e. in case
of dismissal the fund will pay out the accumulated amount. Beneficiaries, however, may
voluntarily opt to use this instrument as a tax-preferred vehicle for old-age provision. Less
than one percent of the beneficiaries use this option. We therefore do not count
occupational severance and retirement funds as pension vehicles in the following.

Voluntary Occupational Pensions (Pillar III)
Occupational pension plans are typically provided on a voluntary basis by firms, only a few
collective bargaining agreements include an obligation for member firms of the respective
sector. Employers can also choose the coverage and the vehicle of their pension plan. There
are three types of occupational retirement schemes:
•
•
•

direct commitments funded by book reserves,
pension funds and
several types of life insurance schemes.

Each of these schemes has advantages and drawbacks. While direct commitments create a
stronger link between employees and the firm, the future pension payments are subject to
bankruptcy risk and, during the accumulation phase, the firm must either manage the assets
backing the book reserves or seek some sort of reinsurance. External vehicles like pension
funds or life insurance contracts imply less bonding because the vesting period is much
shorter, but they also outsource the effort of investment choice and annuity payments to a
financial intermediary. The design of a voluntary pension plan is at the full discretion of the
employer, but usually an arrangement with the firm’s workers council is necessary.
Over the last decades many firms switched from direct commitment schemes to pension
funds. On the one hand, this was a strategy to reduce the cost of existing defined benefit
pension schemes by switching to defined contribution plans, and on the other hand, these
efforts shortened balanced sheets and cleaned them from items unknown to international
investors.
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Direct commitments (“Direktzusage”)

Pensions funds (“Pensionskassen”)
Pension funds are specialised financial intermediaries providing only services related to
occupational pensions, i. e. they collect contributions, manage individual accounts, invest the
accumulated capital, and they pay out an annuity to beneficiaries. Pension funds were
introduced in 1990 with the Occupational Pension Law and the Pension Fund Law
(Betriebspensions- und Pensionskassengesetz) which established a general legal basis for
occupational pension schemes including pension funds. These laws facilitated the
outsourcing of asset management and accounts administration from direct commitment
systems into pension funds. This made individual pension entitlements transferable between
companies, it made possible additional contribution by employees, but it also enabled firms
to switch from defined benefit to defined contribution pension plans. By now most pension
plans are of the defined contribution type and beneficiaries are directly exposed to
investment risk as well as to changes in mortality risk. For example, plan members whose
entitlement was converted from a direct commitment into an entitlement vis-a-vis a pension
fund still suffer from investment losses shortly after transferring the assets into pension
funds around the year 2000 because the imputed interest rates used at that time were overly
optimistic (Url, 2003B).
Pension funds may be either multi-employer pension funds, i. e. they are open to other firms,
or alternatively, they may be firm specific pension funds (single-employer pension funds)
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Direct commitments are pension promises by the employer to the employee that are
administrated within a firm. These types of arrangements dominated until the 1980s, when
several large bankruptcies or near bankruptcies revealed their fragility. The main two
characteristics of this arrangement are direct administration of the pension obligation within
the firm and a defined benefit type of the pension plan: the pension level is related to the
wage level of employees. The plan administration comprises the computation of individual
pension obligations and the respective book reserves, their coverage by invested assets, as
well as the annuity payment. Nevertheless, many activities can be outsourced to actuaries,
investment funds, and insurance companies. Pension claims based on direct commitments
are not subject to any reinsurance requirement, but the reserve funds dedicated to back
book reserves are protected from creditors. Besides outsourcing, the Insolvenz-EntgeltFonds provides a further safeguard for entitled employees and pensioners to bankruptcy risk.
This fund is a public fund covering wage entitlements by employees in case of bankruptcy.
Currently, the Insolvenz-Entgelt-Fonds covers a maximum of 2 years of benefit payments or
accrued entitlements (Insolvenz-Entgeltsicherungsgesetz § 3d). Due to their voluntary
character and a lack of supervision the incidence of direct commitments is hardly
documented.
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administrating the pension plan for a single firm or a holding group. Over the last couple of
years, many firm specific pension funds have been merged into multi-employer pension
funds building independent risk and investment pools like UCITS. Pension funds are subject
to supervision by the Austrian Financial Market Authority and they feature investment
advisory boards, where representatives of workers and employers can advance their opinion
on the investment strategy. Nevertheless, the results from asset-liability management
strategies dominate the portfolio choice of pension funds.
Pension funds offer primarily annuities because lump-sum payments are restricted to
accounts with very small accumulated assets. Pension funds have to offer accounts with
guaranteed long-term yields on investment linked to the market yield of Austrian
government bonds, although this option lost attractiveness due to the high costs of
guarantees and a substantial weakening of the guarantee type. The guarantee is backed by
the own capital of the pension fund and by a minimum return reserve fund financed by
contributions from beneficiaries (Mindestertragsrücklage). All entitlements from the
bankruptcy of the pension fund are protected by separate ownership of the assets associated
to each account (Deckungsstock).

Direct insurance
Firms can alternatively sign a contract with a life insurance company. This contract is either
subject to the regulation covering occupational pension (Betriebliche Kollektivversicherung)
or it is designed as a life insurance policy and is subject to the regulation for life insurance
products. Insurance companies also subscribe risks embedded in direct commitments. Direct
insurance of occupational pension plans implies that the sponsoring firm will pay
contributions into a life insurance contract with employees as beneficiaries. In this case, the
firm outsources the management of personal accounts and assets, as well as the annuity
payments to an insurance company.
The number of working and retired persons with an entitlement to a life insurance policy
almost matches the number of beneficiaries from pension funds because life insurance
policies benefit from a tax loophole. Contributions up to € 300 annually (§ 3/1/15 EStG) are
tax exempt and as a result more than 600.000 contracts have been signed until 2018. Given
the small pension wealth accumulated in these accounts one cannot expect reasonable
annuity payments resulting from this vehicle.
The Betriebliche Kollektivversicherung, on the other hand, provides occupational pensions
with a favourable tax treatment up to 10% of individual gross wages. It is regulated according
to the Occupational Pension Law, but this vehicle allows for more substantial long-term
guarantees usually offered by classic life insurance contracts. Insurers also freeze mortality
tables at the date of joining a pension plan.
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Table AT1. Entitlements to active occupational pensions (in million persons)
Pension funds

Life insurance

Total

2001

-

0.32

0.09

-

2002

0.13

0.34

0.08

0.56

2003

-

0.37

0.21

-

2004

0.14

0.4

0.27

0.81

2005

-

0.43

0.31

-

2006

-

0.48

0.33

-

2007

0.13

0.49

0.37

0.99

2008

-

0.51

0.39

-

2009

-

0.74

0.41

-

2010

0.14

0.76

0.43

1.33

2011

-

0.79

0.49

-

2012

-

0.82

0.54

-

2013

-

0.84

0.62

-

2014

-

0.86

0.7

-

2015

0.14

0.88

0.77

1.79

2016

-

0.90

0.73

-

2017

-

0.92

0.87

-

2018

-

0.95

0.87

-

Source: Fachverband der Pensionskassen, Austrian Insurance Association, Url (2003A), Url (2009), Url
(2012), Pekanov - Url (2017). - Includes active and retired beneficiaries.

Life insurance and pension insurance contracts
Life insurance policies are signed by private persons who pay contributions over an agreed
period into their own pension account. The insurance company administrates the account
and manages the accumulated assets. At the end of the contribution period, either a lumpsum amount is paid out to the insured person or alternatively the insurer converts the
accumulated capital into an annuity.
There are two types of insurance contracts available which can be distinguished according to
who is the bearer of investment risks. Insured persons with a unit-linked policy assume the
investment risk and must choose their investment portfolio. Classic life insurance products,
on the other hand, offer a minimum return guarantee but investment decisions are
delegated to the insurance company. The maximum possible guaranteed rate of return is
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Direct commitments
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regulated by the Austrian supervisory authority; currently this rate is fixed at 0.5% per annum
(since 1.1.2017; BGBl. II Nr. 266/2016). Investment returns in excess of the guaranteed level
are distributed across the insured as variable profit participation.
The major public pension reforms between 2003 and 2006 left many private employees,
employers, and civil servants with a lower expected public pension payment. As a
compensation the Austrian government introduced the premium subsidised pension plan
(Prämienbegünstigte Zukunftsvorsorge). Originally the premium was fixed at 9.5% of the
annual contribution, but in 2012, fiscal consolidation measures resulted in a halving of the
subsidy rate; it is currently fixed at 4.25%. Additionally, the yield on investment is fully tax
exempt. Premium subsidised pension plans have a minimum contract length of 10 years.
About one third of the contracts feature a length of more than 30 years and two thirds of the
contracts have a minimum duration of 20 years. The portfolio choice for the assets of
subsidised pension plans is highly restricted by law. A minimum share of the assets must be
held in equities noted on underdeveloped stock exchanges. This measure was targeted to
foster the Vienna stock exchange, but it resulted in highly concentrated investment risk. The
strict regulation of investments has been weakened over the past years allowing for example
life cycle portfolios with a reduction in the equity exposure when the retirement of entitled
persons comes closer.
The halving of the subsidy premium and considerably negative returns on stock exchanges
during the year 2008 reduced the interest in this new pension saving vehicle. The number of
contracts is falling and contracts with the shortest possible duration of ten years have been
mostly terminated with a lump-sum payment. This triggers an exit from the annuity phase
with a mandatory repayment of the subsidy.
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Chart AT2. Entitlements to active personal pensions
5

Million persons

4
4
Total; 3,22
3

3

2

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

Mutual fund
products; 0,02

2005

0

2004

Life insurance;
0,43

2003

1

2002

Insurance
products; 1,38

2001

1

Source: Austrian Insurance Association, WIFO. - Includes contributing and retired policy holders.

Charges
Information on all types of charges for occupational and private pension products are hard
to obtain. Within direct commitment systems, pensions are of the defined benefit type and
firms cover all expenses. The remaining vehicles for occupational pensions are subject to
some degree of competition between financial intermediaries, although most pension funds
are owned by alliances of banks and insurance companies. Because occupational pension
plans are always group products, i. e. the individual entitled person has only limited or even
no choice during the savings and annuity phases, these products have a cost advantage over
individual pension plans. Large firms also receive quantity discounts or customised tariffs
with lower administrative charges. In Table AT3 administrative charges and investment
expenses for pension funds are expressed as a percentage of the funds’ total invested assets.
There are no data published on acquisition costs.
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Premium
subsidised
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Table AT3. Operating expenses as % of total assets for pension funds
Administrative
charges

Investment
expenses

2003

0.23

0.18

2004

0.23

0.12

2005

0.38

0.14

2006

0.39

0.15

2007

0.26

0.16

2008

0.32

0.16

2009

0.35

0.17

2010

0.28

0.17

2011

-

-

2012

-

-

2013

0.30

0.16

2014

0.00

0.17

2015

0.18

0.18

2016

0.19

0.18

2017

0.19

0.18

2018

-

-

Source: OECD Pension indicators.
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Table AT4. Life Insurance expense ratios
Acquisition charges

Adminstrative charges

In
%
of
premiums

In % of mean capital
investments

total

11.28

0.43

2006

11.49

0.38

2007

11.10

0.38

2008

10.66

0.38

2009

9.97

0.37

2010

10.75

0.36

2011

11.01

0.39

2012

11.68

0.33

2013

11.37

0.32

2014

10.67

0.33

2015

10.80

0.33

2016

11.49

0.35

2017

10.44

0.36

2018

10.27

0.37

Source: Financial Market Authority, Austrian Insurance Association.

The costs of acquisition and administration for life insurance products are published by the
Financial Market Authority. Acquisition costs amount to roughly one tenth of total premium
income. Since 1 January 2007 the Insurance Contract Law includes a provision that
acquisition fees have to be distributed over at least the first five years of the contract length.
Before 2017 it was possible to charge the full acquisition fee in the first year, making the
cancellation of a life insurance contract extremely costly. Administration costs are presented
as a ratio to the mean of the invested assets.
Since 1 January 2017, every consumer receives a short product information (Key Information
Document) before signing an insurance contract. These information sheets are standardised
and contain details of individual charges and investment fees allowing a better comparison
of offers.
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Taxation
The taxation of old-age provision varies over different vehicles and depends mainly on the
history associated to the vehicle. For example, the taxation of occupational pensions is very
much oriented towards the treatment of direct commitments, which were the first vehicle
used for occupational pensions. Direct commitments work like a deferred compensation and
therefore they are only taxed in the year of the payment. This corresponds to a system with
tax-exempt contributions, tax-exempt capital accumulation, and (income) taxed benefits
(EET system). This philosophy carries over to contributions paid by the employer into a
pension fund or a group insurance product following the pension fund regulation
(Betriebliche Kollektivversicherung). Contributions to pension funds and group insurance
products (Betriebliche Kollektivversicherung) are subject to a reduced insurance tax of 2.5%.
Contributions by employees are fully taxed but the resulting annuity is subject to reduced
income taxation.
Contributions to classic life insurance products are not tax deductible and are subject to an
insurance tax of 4%. During the capital accumulation phase all investment returns are tax
exempt, and the taxation of benefits depends on the pay-out mode. Lump-sum payments
are tax-free while annuities are subject to (reduced) income taxation. Additionally, premium
subsidised products carry a premium based on the contribution, the capital accumulation
phase is tax-exempt, and benefits are also tax free if they are converted into an annuity.
Pekanov – Url (2017) provide a survey of the tax treatment of all vehicles for old-age
provision using the present value approach as suggested by the OECD (2015, 2016). This
approach compares the tax treatment of each vehicle to the tax treatment of a standard
savings account. Expressed as a ratio to the present value of contributions, the tax advantage
of employer payments into pension funds amount to 20%, i. e. the value of the tax subsidy
corresponds to one fifth of life-time contributions. The lowest tax advantage results for life
insurance products with an annuity payment. In this case, the tax subsidy makes up for 7%
of life-time contributions. The maximum tax preference is associated with occupational life
insurance policies subject to § 3/1/15 EStG. In this case, the subsidy amounts to 60% of lifetime contributions, however, payments into this vehicle are restricted to a negligible € 300
per year.

Austrian Capital market returns
The performance of the Vienna stock exchange is shown in Figure 1, where we distinguish
between the price development of shares and the total return to equity investments in
Austria including reinvested dividend payments. It is not surprising to observe that both
indices have a positive real return and are well above the cumulated inflation rate in 2018.
Because the Austrian equity market is small, financial intermediaries spread their equity
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investment throughout Europe and the rest of the world. Therefore, equity returns of the
Vienna stock exchange provide no guidance for the investment performance of Austrian
pension products, except premium subsidised pension plans carrying an obligation to invest
in under-developed equity markets.

Graph AT5. Cumulated Austrian Equity Market Performance, 1993-2018
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Source: Macrobond, Statistik Austria.

Pension Returns
Due to the defined benefit character of pensions derived from direct commitments and
because accumulated assets for direct commitments have the narrow purpose of protecting
individual pension claims in case of a firm bankruptcy, we do not compute pension returns
for this vehicle. Furthermore, the asset class in which firms can invest are restricted to
government bonds issued by OECD member countries.
The way of taxing contributions, investment returns, and pension payments varies according
to the vehicle chosen, the party paying the contribution, i. e. employers or employees, and
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Cumulated changes in %

250

the personal income tax break of the retiree (cf. chapter on taxation). For this reason, we
cannot compute a general after-tax return for Austria. Instead, we present the:
•
•
•

nominal returns before charges, inflation, and tax,
nominal returns after charges but before inflation and tax
real returns after charges and inflation but before tax
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for the two most important vehicles, i. e. pension funds and classic life insurance policies.
The returns on classic life insurance policies are also representative for occupational pension
plans using life insurance products under the occupational pension law (Betriebliche
Kollektivversicherung).

Pension funds
Table AT5 shows the returns on assets held by pension funds. In the case of a defined benefit
pension plan, investment returns are important for the sponsoring firm because if the return
falls short of the imputed interest rate used for the computation of the expected pension
level, the firm will have to provide additional contributions covering the shortfall. On the
other hand, if a defined contribution pension plan has been established, the beneficiaries
bear the risk of a shortfall in the realised return on investment, and consequently the realised
pension level falls below its expected value.
Information on the performance of pension funds is published continuously by an
independent third party, the Oesterreichische Kontrollbank56, following a standardised
procedure. The returns are available for all pension funds and separately for multi- and
single-employer pension funds. The long-term performance of firm specific pension funds is
about 0.5 percentage points higher as compared to multi-employer pension funds. The
difference results probably from a less risk-oriented investment style followed by multiemployer pension funds, due to the wider usage of return guarantees in multi-employer
pension funds. Nominal investment returns after charges but before inflation and taxes
result from the subtraction of administrative charges of pension funds as presented in the
chapter on charges. Real returns are computed by subtracting the HICP-inflation rate for
Austria.
The Financial Market Authority publishes the asset allocation of pension funds as of year end
(FMA, 2019). The portfolio in 2018 was dominated by bond holdings (41.7%) and equity
investments (25.5%). The negative development on capital markets at the end of the year
2018 created a high demand for liquid holdings in current bank accounts (17.3%) which

56

https://www.oekb.at/oekb-gruppe/news-und-wissen/news/2019/performancezahlen-zuoesterreichischen-pensionskassen-verfuegbar.html.
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helped to hold losses small. Real estate investments accounted for 6% of assets while the
remainder was mixed throughout smaller asset categories. Given the strong exposure to
equity, we find several years with negative returns, i. e. investment losses. Specifically, during
the years after the bursting of the dotcom bubble (2000), the international financial market
crisis (2007), and the public debt crisis in the euro area (2011), but also in 2018, when both
bond and equity markets turned downwards. Nevertheless, pension funds achieved between
2002 and 2018 an annual average net real yield on investment of 0.9%. This corresponds to
an average excess return over Austrian government bonds (benchmark) of 0.8%.

Table AT6. Pension funds' average annual rate of investment returns (in %)
Nominal return after
charges,
before
inflation and tax

Real return after
charges and inflation
before tax

2002

-6.31

-6.56

-8.28

2003

7.60

7.37

6.06

2004

7.34

7.11

5.16

2005

11.37

10.99

8.69

2006

5.55

5.16

3.46

2007

1.95

1.69

-0.50

2008

-12.93

-13.25

-16.47

2009

9.00

8.65

8.25

2010

6.45

6.17

4.49

2011

-2.96

-3.19

-6.72

2012

8.40

8.17

5.61

2013

5.14

4.84

2.72

2014

7.82

7.82

6.36

2015

2.30

2.14

1.33

2016

4.24

3.99

3.01

2017

6.13

5.94

3.72

2018

-5.14

-5.39

-7.50

Annual
average

3.09

2.83

0.90

Source: Fachverband Pensionskassen, OECD Pension indicators, Statistik Austria. - Charges for the years
2002, 2011-2012, and 2018 are estimated by their mean value, cf. Table AT3. Annual average
corresponds to geometric mean.
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Nominal
return
before
charges,
inflation, and tax

Life insurance contracts
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The return on investment in the classic life insurance industry is regularly computed by the
Austrian Institute of Economic Research (WIFO). This computation excludes unit-linked
contracts because the investment risk is borne by the insured and returns are usually
retained within mutual funds and reinvested. The calculation of investment returns is based
on investment revenues of the insurance industry and the related stock of invested assets in
classic life insurance as provided by the Financial Market Authority. The method uses the
mean amount of invested capital as the basis for the computation and is documented in
Url (1996). The charges used to correct the yield for administrative expenses are based on
Table AT4. Real returns result from subtracting the HICP-inflation rate for Austria from the
nominal return.
Obviously, nominal gross returns in the insurance industry are less volatile than in the
pension fund industry. The main reason for this divergence is the more conservative asset
allocation of insurance companies, i. e. they invest more heavily in bonds (47.3%) and their
mutual fund investments of 18.2% of the portfolio are also concentrated in bonds, creating
a high exposure to fixed interest securities (FMA, 2019). Another important asset class in the
insurance industry are shareholdings in group members (18.7%), which are usually not listed
at a stock exchange. Real estate investments sum up to 7.3% of the assets, while equity
holdings form just 1.2% of the portfolio. This gives insurance companies small exposure to
volatile asset categories and consequently their investment performance is steadier. The
resulting average net real rate of return of 2.2% was thus mainly due to the avoidance of
losses during the period 2002 through 2018. The insurance industry achieved an average
excess return over Austrian government bonds (benchmark) of 2.1% over this period, and
their investment return was above the one delivered by pension funds.
The particular way of distributing investment returns in classic insurance policies makes their
performance even more steady. Insurance companies separate their investment income into
two parts. The first part serves to cover underwritten minimum return guarantees and it is
immediately booked towards the individual account. Any excess return will be distributed
over a couple of years through the build-up and reduction of profit reserves. By transferring
accumulated profit reserves smoothly into individual accounts, insurance companies make
the individual accrual of investments returns less dependent on current capital market
developments although asset values are marked to market.
Yields on fixed interest securities from highly rated debtors are low or even negative since a
couple of years. This environment forces insurance companies to replace maturing securities
featuring high yields with new lower yielding securities. In a few years, insurance companies
will have completely replaced their stock of high-yield-high-grade securities and accordingly
their average yields will continue to decline.
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Table AT7. Pension insurances' average annual rate of investment returns (in %)
Nominal
return
after
charges,
before
inflation
and tax

Real return after
charges
and
inflation
before
tax

2002

3.96

3.60

1.88

2003

5.60

5.24

3.93

2004

5.93

5.57

3.62

2005

6.32

5.88

3.77

2006

5.86

5.48

3.79

2007

5.18

4.80

2.61

2008

3.35

2.97

-0.25

2009

3.80

3.43

3.02

2010

4.47

4.11

2.42

2011

3.70

3.31

-0.22

2012

4.42

4.09

1.53

2013

4.31

3.99

1.88

2014

3.90

3.58

2.12

2015

3.94

3.61

2.81

2016

3.73

3.38

2.40

2017

3.49

3.14

0.91

2018

3.10

2.73

0.62

Annual
average

4.41

4.05

2.16

Source: Financial Market Authority, Statistik Austria. - Charges for the years 2002-2004 are estimated
by their mean value, cf. Table AT4. Annual average corresponds to geometric mean.
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Conclusions
The performance of pension funds in real terms has been positive over the whole period
from 2002-2018, with an annualised average return of 0.9% before taxation. Especially the
difficult years after 2000, in 2008, 2011, and recently 2018 dampened the investment
performance considerably. The consequences are either additional payments by sponsoring
firms (defined benefit plans) or reduced expected and realised pension levels (defined
contribution plans). A mediocre investment performance will be more intensively felt in risk
and investment pools with a high imputed interest rate used for the computation of the
expected pension level. For example, plan members whose entitlement was transferred from
a direct commitment to a pension fund around the year 2000 still suffer from investment
losses after the dotcom bubble because overly optimistic imputed interest rates had been
used at that time.
The average real rate of return on investments by insurance companies benefits from a
conservative asset allocation with strong government bonds holdings. This allowed insurers
to avoid large losses in years with a financial market crisis and reach an average real rate of
return of 2.2% annually. The net real rate of return, however, declines since the beginning of
the public debt crisis in Europe in 2012. Insurance companies benefit from the long duration
of their investment portfolio, i. e. they still own bonds featuring high interest coupons, but
these bonds will expire during the next few years creating a potential for low yield
reinvestments. Consequently, demand for classic life insurance by individual households is
shrinking and even premium subsidised pension insurance is in low demand now because
subsidies were halved in 2012 and investment losses, due to the concentrated investment in
small and under-developed markets, affected this vehicle disproportionally.
The opportunity to offer defined contribution plans has certainly boosted the spread of
occupational pensions in Austria. Within pension funds around three quarters of the
entitlements are defined contributions plans, while occupational pensions based on
insurance contracts are all of the defined contribution type.

Note: The addition of the Austrian Country Case was possible also thanks to our partners
from Pekabe (the Austrian Association for the Protection of Pension Fund Investors), who
reviewed the Country Case and co-funded it with BETTER FINANCE.
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